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About This Game

"There’s humour here in spades... It’s fun, fast, colourful"
 - Rock Paper Shotgun

The Cat Machine is a game of logic, and also cats. Cats riding around on Trains. As we are all aware, the stability of planet
earth's orbit around the sun is maintained by an enormous and very secret underground machine. A machine where cats of

various colours ride around on trains, as cats have done since time immemorial.

Without this secret mechanism, the earth would undoubtedly fold in on itself, probably with a rather satisfying popping noise,
but also with the unpleasant side-effect of then ceasing to exist.

The Cat Machine places you in charge of designing that contraption.

A fun logical puzzler, the game is all about working on a solution, the correct design that will 'process' multiple configurations
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of cat trains. Cats can only travel on tracks that are the same colour as the cat itself (of course) and the cat at the front of the
track decides where the whole train will go. Once a cat has traveled along a coloured track, it flies away, as cats are well known

to do. The goal is, for every train, make all the cats, including the white one at the end, fly into the ether.

This is the only way to save the earth.

 More than fifty levels!

 So many cats, you wouldn't believe it. It has, I think, all the cats.

 Beautiful, beautiful music!

 Utilises high-fidelity, 60fps Advanced Cat/Train Simulation Technology for maximum cuteness.

 Support for Windows, Mac, and even our Linux friends.
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Fun, Quick-burst platformer that contains some great music, quirky and charming characters and a pretty smooth difficulty
curve. Money well spent!. A "choose your own adventure" game, but exponentially improved by the writing of Ryan North. If
you like over the top and or absurd humour this is a must have. It also has a great replayability due to the fact that there is no
winning state per se, but loads of interesting and funny forks which lead to also interesting and funny endings.

The collection of different art pieces for every ending is a nice touch, too.. love it .grouping in a hightclub listerning to your favs
nice one just needs more intaction. this game need to be fixed and they will ban you if you complain about game problem.
Minor improvements for the career (Pro Cyclist) mode. You get objectives for each 3D race, which makes those long stages a
little less boring. However, the keyboard keeps bugging out - you can change pace or direction via numpad: sprinting is
impossible. Another big BS point is the stats of riders like Degenkolb or Sagan, who can do everything. It's not possible to
progress your own rider like this (75+ at hills, flats, sprints, cobbles, TT).
The game looks better than previous editions, but the menu has the same UI and the same annoying pop ups. Luckily I barely
paid 10 bucks for this. Meh.. There is not enough game here to justify even the $1 price tag.

Towers has full range all the time, so tower placements doesn't mean anything.

The game speed resets on each wave. With 5 different speeds, 5 clicks on the speed button, A level is over in 5-10 seconds.
Speed resets to 0. That's just cruel.

Incredibly INCREDIBLY tedious gameplay. Drag-drop is the only existing control scheme. You drag tier 1 towers on the map,
drag one T1 onto another T1 to upgrade to T2. This might not sound so bad and could maybe work, but do realize that you have
to drag out 32 T1 towers and after that drag-drop-upgrade them onto eachother (24 times) to get a tier 6 (max level) tower. No
shortcuts, no use of keyboard. Rinse and repeat. It's all you do besides speeding up waves.

After 4x 6 level towers (one of each type), you have 100% achievements. It takes like 10 minutes, it's the only mode and there is
only one map and waves seems to be endless (Don't tell me. I don't even want to know!).

No strategy! Or maybe tower composition I guess? But by the time it matters you have carpal tunnel syndrom for sure.

Any good points?
I do like the minimal aesthetics, and I think it could work very well with tower defense.

Sorry, I know someone used time to put this together, and I'm sorry if I hurt anyones feelings but at this point this game is truly
trash. Bottom of the barrel. Tosh. I really should refund the dollar I spent on this but I guess I'm not that petty.

Avoid.. So Helldivers, this ain't.

MD is basically a simplistic fun twinstick shooter.... but it's just not ready yet. (As of build on 2/29/2019.)

The controls feel clunky - as another user noted, there's an acceleration curve to moving the bot around that is unnatural feeling.
The guns are not particularly creative or unusual. The robot itself is frankly pretty uninspiring - although to be honest, that
describes the graphics across the board.

The game appears to be trying to sell itself as having a great sense of humor, but it doesn't really come across. The game's just
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kind of uninspiring on all fronts. Right now? It's not worth 15 bucks. Maybe a 5-dollar-if-you're-really-hard-up title, but not 15.

Honestly, this feels like a title that some friends spun together as a first effort at developing a game, to see if they could in fact
do that. They have - it's a game, and it's definitely a thing. But there's very little replay loop; twinstick shooters need more than
this to be compelling. What it needs and doesn't have:

- Something to express that "humor" in-game.
- Something to make the robot a touch less ridiculous and basic looking
- Something to make the guns more distinctive and strategy-centric
- Something to make the enemies less banal.
- Those procedural maps are terrible, guys. It's a circle with a leg off to one side. Or not. That's it.

If this game was STARTING Early Access instead of about to leave it, I'd say "Hey, pick it up on sale, keep an eye on it, and
maybe who knows?" But now, I can't give a tentative thumbs up. It's just not ready.

Sorry Shotgun with Glitter. Appreciate you giving me a look at it. I'll take another look at some point in the future if you want.
Better luck next review.. This is honestly the funniest mockery of monopoly. Kim Jon Un is the monopoly man. Lol. Dont land
on trump tower bud.. A great game to play in spare time.

9\/10
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I cant play it because the game wont go full screne or windows, only half the game screne is playable. Things that annoyed me:
1. Depending on the level of your zoom, some paths look connected when they're not, because the delimiting black line or their
outline does not show.
2. For a game that still gets updated, I'm surprised I don't have more options in camera mode. I should be able to move myself
while in camera mode with either wasd, or by holding down right click.
3. I don't see the point of the checkpoint, if I jump down, I get spawned at the beginning of the level, not at my checkpoint.
Does it get toggled off if I press it enough times? Atm it works like 1 out of 100. Do I have to hold it down.. if so, put a note in
the controls section.
4. Can't truly reset a level, not really, if the plants stay watered. Might not seem important, but taking it truly from the start, truly
backtracking helps make different decisions and avoids making same mistakes.
5. Why did I fall through the floor at level 9 & 13? Annoying little bug. I get re-placed in the level and the 'hole' is gone.
OK I also fell through what was supposed to be a 'lit' part of the path... So it's not just in the beginning of a level, like others
mentioned. And it's not fixed, like the News mentioned.
Fell through another path that was normally always there, in level 14, so I'm just skippin that, and have very little incentive to
move on atm.
I bought this on sale, but still: I played more polished stuff than this for free.. They're not a bunch of racist homophobic
Russians like the actual game community. Lol most of these kids already had pretty good lives/houses/parents from the getgo.

Also where most of them lived seems a lot cooler than probly 90% of the people who will watch this.

Been playing original CS source for 20 years or so, I could never take it seriously as a career no matter how good I did. It's
pretty amazing what people will do for money. It would be funny to see some videos on people who failed at trying to make
gaming their career.

. Good game but needs more levels
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